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Help prevent an unwanted pregnancy. Help prevent the
transmission of venereal disease. Help prevent side effects
associated with other forms of birth control.
Use electronically tested condoms made by Julius Schmid.
Because prevention only takes a little precaution.
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Julius Schmid.

Products you can depend on, products for people who really care.
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The police are running checks for Christmas rushes and Red River students do some heavy oreathing durinq
Breathalizer
demonstrations.
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JULIUS SCHMID OF CANADA LTD., 34 METROPOLITAN ROAD. TORONTO, ONTARIO. M1R 2T8. MANUFACTURERS OF RAMSES, SHEIK, NuFORM, EXCITA, FETHERLITE, FIESTA AND FOUREX BRAND CONDOMS.

Under the Cover
Murder runs rampant on
the University of Manitoba
Campus. Police refuse to
investigate any of the
bizarre killings. Reporter
Dave Barber dares to investigate on page three.

Rebels Hockey has
withdrawn from the
Manitoba Assiniboine
Hockey League. And for
good reason. See page ten
for details.

The pulsating beat of the
jungle drums sets the pace
for soul music of the
Carribbean. Reggae is
rising in popularity, but
where did it come from and
how did it come about..
See page seven.
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Dec. 9 to 11
Dec. 9
Dec. 10
Dec. 11
Dec. 12

Tuesday, December 9, 1980

S.A. Council Meeting at 4:00 pm. Rm 105
Rebel Men's Basketball at 7:00 North Gym. RRCC vs. Rockets

SA wants to play in its own backyard

Rebels Women's Basketball at 7:30 p.m. North Gym. RRCC vs. Bisonette
Alumni
Friday Feature Attraction Pub Nite Featuring 'Ed Z' at 3:30 - 7:30 South
Gym Adm. $2.00

Rebels Hockey at 7:30 Bertrand RRCC vs St. Boniface

Noon Hour Concert featuring "Houndog" at 11.1 South Gym. Free.
Noon Hour Video "Love Happy" at 11.1 Tower Lounge

Rebel Volleyball at 7:15 North Gym Men vs. Lancaster, Women vs. Oui.

EMPLOYER

RECRUITING
SCHEDULE
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*

*

December 16, 1980

Time:

1:30 pm -- 3:00 pm

Place:

Room E308

Alta. Govt. Services

*
Coffee & Doughnuts

PROCTER & GAMBLE

Business Administration

December 16, 1980

Date:

January 8, 1981

Genstar Computer Serv.

Time:

11:00 am -- 1:00 pm

Time:

11:00 am -- 1:00 pm

Procter

Place:

Black Lecture Theatre

Place:

Room D105

F.

_

I

Gamble

Federated Coop

I

Coffee 6 Doughnuts

Date:

January 7, 1981

Time:

11:00 am -- 12:00

Time:

11:00 -- 1:00 pm

Place:

To Be Announced

Place:

White Lecture Theatre

Coffee & Doughnuts

Coffee 6 Doughnuts
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as well as the Red River teams.
The site consists of an area
bound on the north side by
Bannister Avenue, on the south
by the RRCC athletic fields,and
on the west by the City of Winnipeg property adjacent to the
Brookside Cemetary,totalling 15
acres.
As well as a proposed field
house, the SA has proposed that a
hockey rink, swimming pool and

,

savingofprxmtely$4.5
million, since the land is already
government owned. No buildings
will need to be torn down here to
make room for the complex, as
would be the case at the
University of Winnipeg and the
proposed St. Pawls site.
Other advantages outlined by
the SA include proximity to the
Winnipeg Stadium, the Winnipeg
Arena and Winnipeg International Airport - -for teams
arriving from other provinces. As
well, since there are no comparable services in the
Brooklands area, a complex built
here wouldn't be in direct
competition with any other
facilities.(This was a problem
with the university site as three
gymnasiums are located within
walking distance from the site
there.)
The complex would tie shared
by all members of the community

by Dave Barber
Nobody seems to be watching.
Nervously, you peer around the
store aisle and then quickly slip
that pen set into your coat pocket.
As you start to walk away a hand
comes down firmly on your
shoulder.
"Could you please empty your
coat pocket?" You feel shaken.
Didn't expect to get caught did
you? But you could very easily if
you succumb to temptation. And
make no mistake, shoplifting is a
crime.
Operation StopLift is a sixweek educational program aimed
at stopping this pilfering.
Sponsored by the the Winnipeg
Chamber of Commerce it involves over 500 retail
organizations. The campaign is
aimed at curbing stealing by
"useful people who might be
tempted by impulse and peer
pressure," says StopLift Committee Member L.E. Taply. "If
someone sees a sign in a store
they might be able to resist peer
pressure more easily."
"Most people don't consider
shoplifting a crime," says
Graham Barnes, Assistant
General Manager of the Chamber

the gun at you from close range.
If you are afraid this will be too
painful, your weapon is unasinto(crms,

before."
Champion Jeff Young once
killed three people in half an
hour. His formula for success?
He says, "The main thing is
knowing where to look.
Engineering studdents have
common classroom schedules
and Arts students have common
routes to classes." He says, "My
victims never got a chance to fire
back. I was too good at sneaking
up on them."
- Penner says the game began
under the name
"Ass?ssin"—started by a high
school war games club in
Michigan in 1977. It spread across
the midwestern U.S. and there
are presently 200 students
playing it at the University of
Calgary.
According to an article by
Pennet (in the Dec. 1 issue of the
Manitt, )an) the current round of
the game at the University of
Manitoba is declared "officially
dead as of Dec. 21." Champion
Jeff Young and other top scorers
are listed in the article. Penner
adds that 42 participants
received no points at all and
"Agent 16 is 425 points in the
hole." A new round 'is being
planned for the spring. ,

combined with the additional
facilities would not cost any more
than a field house on any of the
other sites. Cost is estimated at
$11.5 million.
The SA has already submitted
--proposal to Bob Banman,
minister of sport and recreation,
and they are waiting for a reply
from Education Minister Keith
Cosens.

of Commerce. "The majority of
people who do shoplift do it on
impulse." He says, "The problem
with teenagers is that people will
dare them to steal something."
There are various types of
shoplifters says Doug Hester,
Loss Prevention Manager for
Eaton's.
1) People supporting a liquor or
drug habit.
2) Bored housewives.
3) People who want to draw attention to themselves.
4) Professional thieves.
The biggest thief at Eaton's is
the middle-aged housewife says
Hester. He says the frequency of
shoplifting varies according to
the time of day. "Bad times are
the first thing in the morning and
the last thing at night. In the
morning clerks aren't as alert
and might be talking about a
football game or a date they had
last night. Mid-day is also a
problem due to the heavier
volume of store traffic."
Hester said there are difficulties in trying to evaluate the
effectiveness of Operation
StopLift. If there was an increase
in the arrests of shoplifters "we

could say the program was
successful. But if arrests are
down we can also say it's successful" because it might indicate less shoplifting.
Shoplifting is a hard thing to
measure says S.A. Business
Manager, Don Hillman. He says
financial losses in The Crazy Ox
can't always be attributed to
shoplifting. Sometimes bad inventory or bookkeeping errors
lead to problems.
Any shoplifting that does exist
is usually confined to smaller
items such as drafting kits. "Kids
sometimes come in and take a
protractor or compass out of the
kit," says Hillman.
To help prevent shoplifting he's
had some store counters
rearranged so that cashiers can
now see down the rows. He also
says in the future he would like to
rearrange the cash register setup so that the two cashiers face
each other across the store room
floor.
Although The Crazy Ox isn't a
part of Operation StopLift,
Hillman says they'll be in touch
with the Chamber of Commerce
for more information.

ex-staffers occupy Projector office

suitable." The rules also list
areas off-bounds for
washrooms, etc.) and emphasizes that all assassinations
are to be "non-lethal and nonpainful."
Law student Craig Russell is
credited with the first "kill" at
the game's start in October. After
discovering the person's route to
his parking spot, Craig got up
early one morning and chose a
place from which to ambush him.
He says, "I waited, stepped out,
and shot him in the back with a
dart gun. Poor guy wasn't even
amed. His brother had borrowed
his gun and lost it the night

squash and handball courts be
built.
According to Popel, the three
other locations chosen for consideration have rejected the
complex offer, and although the
college doesn't want to run the
complex,he -says they would be
more than happy to have the
complex built on their land. Popel
said the completed complex,

Merchants set shoplifter trap

Rule #3 outlines approved
methods of assassination: "The
approval test is simple. We fire
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The companies will present a comprehensive picture of their benefits,
programs and career paths available. We recommend that. you attend these
information sessions to familiarizeyourselves with opportunities available.
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goldfishand
are tame stuff
compared to the new game
students are playing called
K.A.O.S.--Killing As An
Organized Sport. The goal of
KOAS is to assassinate a target
victim. But instead of using real
weapons, students use water
pistols, paper grenades, and
rubber-tipped dart guns.
About 75 University of
Manitoba students began playing
the game in October after answering an ad in the Manitoban
by the War Games Club.
Club President Jon Penner
says all participants join by
paying a $3.00 game Fee (a $2.00
deposit refundable upon return of
your dossier and $1.00 for cost of
rules, photos, etc.) Next, students
give the club various information
including their classroom
schedule and a mug shot. The
mug shot, .name, classroom
schedule and a code number are
attached to a dossier. Then each
member is given a dossier of a
person they are to track down
and assassinate. The class
schedule shows which buildings a
person will be in at different time
slots but it doesn't include the
classroom number.
One hundred points is awarded
for killing your target and
another 100 if you manage to kill
the person after you. The winner
of the game is the person who,
"at the conclusion of the game
has the most accumulated
points." Engineering student Jeff
Young is the champion of the
current round with over 1800
points!
Naturally, one can foresee a lot
of problems in playing the game.
eg. Who can prove you were
actually shot? What constitutes a
death? The three-page rule
booklet answers most of these
questions and stresses the participants' reliance on the honor
system. The rules say,"Nitpicking arguments about
whether a particular method
worked or not are childish and
immature...the idea behind
KAOS is to have fun."
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Because of ample parking
space here, the city's competent
transit system, and the fact that
the complex will be located on a
major thoroughfare (Route 90),
the SA is convinced residents

won't encounter accessibility
problems if the complex is built
here.
"We send 20,000 students to the
college every year," says Popel.
"If.we don't have a good transit
system by now, we should have."
The major advantage is the

by Dave Barber
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The following employers have scheduled Career Briefing Sessions on campus.
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For the Semester System graduating students, we are listing the first
employers and pre-screen deadlines at this time in order to avoid
conflict due to semester break dates and Projector deadlines.

DRA FTIN G - Ma c h ine

SEMESTER SYSTEM -- Technology

DRAFTING - Arc h.

G - Graduate
U - Undergraduate

- M AI D

ALL graduating students are reminded that you must be registered with the
Canada Employment Centre if you wish to make interview appointments or to
submit copies of your UCPA Application for Employment forms for pre-screen.

Jan. 30/81

CIVIL - Struc tural

Pick up job descriptions, company literature and application
forms.

to

CHEMI CAL TE CH.

3.

Jan. 12

B IOLOG ICAL TECH.

DATE

Lon.rn s--g m°

Report to the CEC Office, C-21I, and arrange appointment
times, and --
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by Leslie Nielsen
"Community is our middle
name."
Students Association president
Rick Popel feels that Red River
Community College would be an
ideal site for a proposed government-sponsored sports - complex.
The college formally offered
land here for consideration of the
project,which was initially
proposed for construction at the
University of Winnipeg.
The SA presented a list of
advantages Red River has over
the three other proposed project
sites at a press conference held at
the college last Thursday.
The sports complex will
complement and encourage
development in the Brooklands
area, according to Popel. He says _
the site here is large enough to
allow flexibility in the design of
the complex, a problem 'which
has .come up in discussions of
other sites.

Killing as an
organized sport

C211
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Check over the list of employers that are coming on-campus
to select those that you wish to see, and --

WOMAN DRIVER: Escort
woman with minor disabilities
from her home in Fort Rouge to
Woman's Program downtown
and return. To socialize with
others would benefit her condition. Volunteer could use
recreation facilities free of
charge. Immediate commitment.
Every other Thursday 1-3.

Canada Employment Centre

' 21.7 1 0
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All graduates are reminded to:

BIOCHEM ICAL TE CH.

The Recruiting on Campus program for graduating students on the Trimester
System commences January 12, 1981 with deadlines for pre-screen process
commencing December 19, 1980. Following is our first schedule of employers.
Further information as to positions available and company literatue can be
obtained by dropping by our office.

SCHOOL VOLUNTEERS
NEEDED: Mature people with
self-confidence and a sense of
humour to work with children on
a 1-1 basis, who have learning
disabilities. One hour of your
time, twice a week. Mon.-Fri.
Training provided. Elmwood,
West End.

SPEECH THERAPY VOLUNTEERS: To assist audiologist
with pre-school children. Administer therapy under direction
of therapist. Clear speaking voice
and interest in speech disorders.
Wed. & Fri. Shifts.

COMPUTER A NALYST FROG. 1

TRIMESTER SYSTEM

Following is a list of opportunities for service in the
Winnipeg area compiled by the
Volunteer Centre, a United :Way
agency. If you can volunteer in
one of these unpaid positions or
many others not listed here,
please call the Volunteer Centre
a t 943-6671.

I

A 73-year-old lady wishes a
student to stay with her and do a
little cooking. Room and
bedroom. Price open to
discussion. 803 Burrows. Ph. Mrs.
Sawchuk, 586-5064 or Mrs.
Bridges, 783-3226.

Bright, spacious furnished 3rd
floor of house, designed as study,
large desk, bookshelves, etc.
Complete privacy. Board
negotiable. 489-9471 or 947-0097.

COMM / INDUSTRY&MARKETIN CJ

Desperately need sublet for twobedroom suite at Towers of Polo
Park. Lease expires June 30, '81
rent $327 per month. Includes
indoor parking. sauna, seasonal
pool. Call either Evelyne Leach
786-3376 or Carol Bawson 774-4010
or 632-1221.

INTERESTED IN MANITOBA'S
HISTORY? Typists are needed
by an agency which records
provincial history. Accurate
skills required but speed not
important. Mon.-Fri. Shifts.
LIBRARY AID: Volunteer with
organizational skills to card and
shelve books. Write an inventory
of material in teacher's resource
centre. Library training helpful
but not essential. Flexible times.

[BUSINESS ADMINI STRATION1

Wanted: Female to share
apartment with reduced rent.
Furnished room on main floor.
Price negotiable. Ph. Helen
Bruyere at 889-6042.

1.."71. DATES OFVISITS

WANTED: Couple to live in our
home while we are away. Would
be required to look after pets. For
more information, call J. Wilford
at 888-6891.

ROOM. TO RENT; with home
privileges, for Jan. 1. Garage for
car. 632-7562 in Maples.
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College Update

on Hour Video "Super Skiers" at 11.1 Green & Gold
_Artist in Residence "Fox Glove" at 11.1 Tower Lounge

Dec. 15
S.A.
activities
Classified Ads
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Revolutionaries take over
by Penni Mitchell '

The all-new, improved
Projector staff has been elected,
finally. Here they are. The
problem is that the old staff
members have chained themselves to the old desks and won't
give up their positions. The
Projector hacks have been on a
hunger strike since the elections
took place last Tuesday and have
threatened to fast until their
former status on the paper is
restored.
Burton Robson, the new editorin-chief thinks the whole situation
is a scam.
"I don't really think they'll kill
themselves doing it," says the
first year Creative Communicaitons student, "I think
they just want to get their names
in the paper."
Newly-elected Assistant Editor
Allen (shopping expert extraordinaire) Banting disagrees.
"They (the former editors)
mean serious business. It's not
worth the $85 a month I'll be
getting as Assistant Editor to
work around seven skeletons
chained to the desks down in the
Projector office."
tell.
can
time
Only
Features/Canadian University
Press editor Margo McCall, who
was re-elected to her position
says she couldn't care less about
the old staff.
Phil Mowatt, the new Lou
Grant of the editorial squad, says
the bodies occupying the office
are a nuisance. "The cleaning
staff only cleans our office once a
week. I'm just worried the bodies
will get in the way."
Jim Bender will be head
honcho of the sports department

The revolutionaires claiming to be the new Projector staff are from left
to right, front row. News Editor. Phil Mowatt; Entertainment Editor, Kathi

Thorarinson. Sports Editor Jim tender
Back row, Advertising Manager, Deborah Kiel; Editor•in-chief, Burton
Robson; Co-Editor, Al Banting; CUP/Features Editor, Margo McCall.

when the new positions come into

effect January 1. He and Kathi
Thorarinson, the new-wave'entertainment editor, were
unanimous on their evaulation of
the situation.
"Sacrifices are necessarily a
part of the human condition. If
these lambs persist in their actions however, we will cover
them with gasoline and..."
Each of the .six editors will
receive a monthly salary of $85
when their positions come into
effect in January. The Projector
elects its successors each
December for terms running
from January to January.
So what has the "new staff" got
in store for your favorite students
newspaper?

Banting, Associate editor of the
Projector says "What plans?
Plans? No one said anything to
me about plans..."
Features editor McCall says
she plans to cut off everyone's
right foot so that left wings can
grow on the Projector.
The apprenticing editor-inchief Robson says he doesn't talk
to reporters. Why did he apply for
the job then?
"Eighty-five smackers a
month ain't hay you know."
The new team all feel confident
that they can continue the
Projector tradition of quality
journalism and maintain a keen
interest in student issues. As one
new editor described it, "Things
can't get any worse can they?"

Tuesday, December 9, 19110
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Editorials
by Shirley Muir
Is it time for war?
Historians insist that world events are cyclic. We experience ebb
and flow in our economy, pOlitics and social environment. We finish a
cycle of prosperity then enter into one of repression. No sooner does
peace settle in than we begin to prepare for war.
Each decade is hallmarked by significant events occurring in those
years. People living in the 1920's experienced post-war elation.
Returning from fox-holes and trenches they were ready to live it up.
The roaring twenties proliferated with alcohol -and developed the
Charleston.
The thirties brought an economic slump and depression. The 40's
were marked by the second World War. Yet another war to end all
wars. The post-war 50's were characterized by growth and rapid
development. The 60's developed years of civil rights, for students,
women and blacks. And the 70's (yes, they are the past now) were
marked by rapid technology and push-button results.
And now the 80's—what will they be known for? When historians
lecture in the universities and colleges in 2010, how will they describe
our time?
It's difficult to look at ourselves and see what•we're really like or the
effect we're having on society. We're too busy living the decade to
analyze it. But if we think for a moment, we can see that there is one
thing in particular that has surfaced in the last few years. "60
Minutes" has consistently headlined stories of Soviet nuclear power,
the East German military, germ warfare and American defense in the
last month. What are they trying to tell us?
Other major news programs of interest, Canadian Newsmagazine
and Front Page Challenge have carried a disproportionate number of
stories about war vets, Canadian defense and military developments.
Perhaps these examples are narrow, but the aforementioned
programs attract thousands of American and Canadian viewers every
week. Their content makes an impression upon the public.
You don't have to watch the news to feel the temperament of society.
Just stop and listen to your friends. You won't have to wait long before
the topic of war breaks through the conversation. The phrase, "World
War Three" is as common as "Big Mac".
Need more proof? Head down to the nearest newsstand or bookstore.
They carry novels and historical documents on every war we ever
created—that's nothing new. What is new is the futuristic literature
predicting, describing and evaluating World War Three.
The recent election in the United States had the attention of every
nation. What many feared came true, Ronald Reagan will be president
of one of the most powerful nations in the world.
A former actor, Reagan knew how to play on the political stage and
the Americans loved the performance. Unfortunately it seems like
Reagan's political policies will not be entertaining. They appear to be
devastating. The words Reagan and war are synonymous.
His foremost priority is to increase military defense; his philosophy
is that the best protection against war is to be prepared for war. This
philosophy seems slightly distorted in reason. As long as the toys exist,
the kids are going to want to play with them.
Students gathering in Washington last week protested Reagan's
policy. Reviving the chants of the 60's they echoed the pleas heard
during the Vietnam war, "give peace a chance".
The cycle has come full circle. Ask anyone on the street—they fully
expect a war to break out. They fear it, but expect it.
In many European countries, bomb shelters are as common as
garbage cans. The threat of war is just a fact of life. The phrase "if
war breaks" is being exchanged for "when war breaks". With such
prevailing attitudes war seems inevitable.
Historians of 2010 will examine our television, newspapers, the
economy and politicians, and christen us "the pre-war years".

Comment
°

None of your
Business but

Editor
Co-Editor
News Editor

electing Ronald Reagan and a
-number of right wing
Republicans. The Moral Majority
is a growing influence in the
American political system and
could possibly extend its influence into Canada.
I was also touched by the
stereotyping of Johnny's dad,
"...a paunchy man with two days'
growth of beard and smoking a
stubby cigar..." who utters a
curse for no apparent reason.
One should not judge a book by its
cover. I am not so much offended
because I fit the description but
because it did not describe a slim
macho man on a health kick.
Maybe a more appropriate
description would have been a
blue-eyed blonde of perfect
physical and mental development.
Another point I took exception
to, was Anglos and Saxons
"...oppressed by the wealthy, idle
and very cultured Normans..."
developed swearing to vent their
resentment. If she believes the
wealthy, idle and VERY cultured
are so much better for their
professed lack of profanity, I
suggest she look again.
Historically, the ruling class
has generally looked down upon
the masses and exhibited

Sports Editors
CUP/Features Editor
Advertising Manager

behavior beyond the profane.
Whether this ruling class swore
or not is not the question. Their
actions were more profane than
words.
I also take exception to the
writer's remark "...if God were
to damn as many things or people
as he is called on to damn, this
world would be in a far worse
state than it is." This view is
archaic, harkening back to the
days when heaven had the answers and the Protestant work
ethic was dominant.
This ethic was useful to the
wealthy as an instrument to
suppress its opposition. I've got
news for all you aspiring angels
out there. We as human beings
we are responsible for the mess
we have let our own lives
become.
Inaction about injustice,
inequality and exploitation in the
world is one of man's greatest
profanities.
I leave you, the reader, with the
question of whether or not the
lack of swearing helps us lead
"normal lives".
Signed,
•Wayne Abramchuk
(A Christian for a Immoral
Majority)
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by Bill Solonecki

Staff
Entertainment Editor

Dear Editor:
This letter is a response to the
"Four Letter Word Syndrome"
article in the December 2, 1980
issue of the Projector.
Although I do not support
swearing as a necessary bodily
function I do feel actions speak
louder than words. While the
issue of profanity may be of
concern to Miss Krahn, I feel
there are greater issues in the
world; for instance the current
insanity-sanity of man expressed
in the present world situation.
By referring to profanity as a
basis for writing today, the
author says: "...no writing at
all...", she places herself on the
precarious tightrope of censorship.
I question if she realizes there
is a right wing fundamentalist
group, known as the Moral
Majority, who are attempting to
establish a new morality via the
American political system. This
group intends to accomplish this
by voting for those political
candidates who support their
moral position.
Unfortunately, the Moral
Majority believes it is following
the only true path of morality. In
the recent U.S. election this
group played a substantial role in

Budget...easy on little guy

by Margo McCall
If you want the truth read on . . . If you are standing with the back of your head facing this paper then you
have probably seen what's inside the Room D101 that Dan Treevwhat tried to warn you about last week.
Dan's (does D.A.N.'s stand for the Department of Automated Nuclear-Powered Students??? ) . . . Anyway
Dan's Early Warning Device failed due to an end-of term break in the circuitry. The Canadian Robotics
Institute is investigating the defect and hopes - ff-INIQ2-R1181 (Dan) will be back on the assembly line early
next
week.
'
Meanwhile the institute will keep its one electric eye open in an effort to expose the few remaining
"humans" lurking around the cracks in Red River Community College's walls for what they are . .
Freaks! !! Sickos! ! ! The institute is certain it should be able to clear up the problems of human beings. It's
really quite easy. Get rid of 'em. Fast. Before they mess up the machinery. Humans tend to cut their fingers
on the machinery and get blood all over the place. And then you gotta take a robot off the assembly line to
clean up the mess.
It's getting harder to recognize the humans though because they have (as humans have a tendency to do)
enrolled in the Industrial Robot Training Program.
The institute urges all robots to use their Data Acquisition Systems to apprehend any models displaying
the type of behavior that could be classified as human, and report the deviants immediately.
If these dirty, stinking, soft, squishy things, these humans, these thinking freaks, are not immediately
eliminated, there's gonna be a few heads rolling at headquarters.
You see, it's like this . . . The plan is to design the brainwashees to survive the nuclear holocaust. In fact
some of the students being brainwashed are actually mini-nuclear bombs. The administration at Red River
is concerned about the safety of its students. When the 20 megaton bomb is dropped on this here factory, they
wanna made sure EVERYTHING is destroyed. They don't want any dead bodies with the flesh blown,right
off them infecting the air with deadly radiation. They don't want any eyeballs flying all over the place and
damaging the robots. They don't want the robots to get their metal hands on the squashed skulls and use
them to play football with. They don't want any severed human limbs to land on the assembly line and get
tangled up in the power generation unit. No siree!!
And one more thing. I almost got dragged into the doll factory the other day . . . you know that toilet
disguised as a wheelchair cubicle in the female robots excretion centre. I made the mistake of listening to the
sound of female robots practicing their speeches about improved hair conditioning oil for their helmet wigs
and the advantages of smearing their faces with colour coded products, and before I knew it, three robots
pretending to be absorbed in looking in the mirror grabbed me and tried to stuff my ugly face into a plastic
doll-skinned head. Luckily, I survived so far, thanks to the watch I got from the good folks at the . . . Shh ..
I'm Human Anarchorporated Drop-In Centre that automatically rips the helmet wigs off any dolls that try to
touch a hair on my lip.

If you strongly agree or disagree with this editorial, say it in print.
Write to the Projector mailbox and voice your opinion.
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The Pro' ector,
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Burton Robson
Penni Mitchell
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Burton Robson
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Cathy Tardi
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Margo McCall
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Bill (Rocky Mountain
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Frain Cory
Dave Barber
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We, the only true-and-correct Projector staff remain true to ourselves
and the bastions of democracy and social change. We, the only true
and correct Projector staff demand to be re-appointed to our rightful
positions as the editorial staff of the Projector. We remain faithfully
and dutifully chained to our rightful desks and will continue our
hunger strike until the death if necessary. Long live demoncracy!
Power to the People! Death to the tyrants!

Most would agree at first
glance, that the budget recently
introduced by Finance Minister
Allan MacEachan goes easy on
the little guy. There are also
those who see it as a crafty
compromise on the part of the
Trudeau government. A look at
some of the implications of the
budget highlights could place it
into a realistic perspective.
What the budget does is try to
appease the majority of low and
middle income earners by
avoiding proposals which would
too obviously place a burden on
them. The obvious burden is on
the multi-national oil companies,
who are generally disliked
anyway.
The purchase of foreign-owned
oil companies is not likely to do
much more than increase
Canadian pride. It also allows the
oil companies to buy more
Canadian companies if they
choose.
How much of the tax burden is
likely to stay with the oil cornpa nies and not be passed on to the
consumer? The Federal Government is betting that the blame
for increased costs of living will
be placed on someone else's
doorstep.
The budget avoids major
problems facing Canadians
today. Unemployment and inflation, if anything, will be adversely affected by the budget.
Inflation is a problem that people
not on fixed incomes can handle,
but the implications of high
unemployment on public welfare
are devastating. People are led to
believe that if they can't find a
job, it's their own fault. A person
out of work soon comes to see
themself as a reject, unworthy of
the luxuries which an employed
person comes to expect.
The recommendations made to
MacEachan when preparing the
budget illustrate quite clearly a
disagreement which exists
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"Let me entertain you"
by Dave Barber

"Hectic at times but not too
tough" is how Eddie Schwartz
describes his first few months as
programming co-ordinator. He
says, "I've been getting my feet
wet to see what can be done and
following what was done last
year." Schwartz is filling the
shoes of former co-ordinator
Lynne Gurdebeke who left earlier
this year to take a P.R. job with
Trizec. He's presently operating
without an assistant due to
funding cuts and says it's
"sometimes difficult setting up
bands and setting up video at the
same time."
Although the band Dega
recently cancelled a concert
here, he says there's usually no
problem in getting musical
groups for the college. "The band
will usually phone upahead of
time. If they've been here before
and are good we'll bring them
in." He says the Red River
programming department has a
good reputation. "People are
always phoning up. People even
come in and audition in my office."
Movies are usually booked
every two months at a cost of
about $150 a film. He says
problems are sometimes encountered with the quality of the

Eddie Schwartz is the program
coordinator for the Student
Association,

projectors and at other times the
print quality of the film is poor.
The Rocky Horror Picture Show
had to be cancelled recently
because the print was destroyed
at the University of Manitoba.
Videotapes are another popular
item but Schwartz ways they've
become so expensive to rent that
they would be better off to buy a
screen and set up a video library.
To rent a videotape from New
York costs $90 for five days. Yet
to buy the same tape would only
cost $80.
Future programming events
include a return of Casino Days in
February and a visit from New
York songwriter Bill Steele.
Schwartz adds that his door is
always open in the student office
for anyone with programming
ideas.
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Radiation: U of T
TORONTO (CUP)—The University of Toronto has bowed to student

pressure and will close a radioactive storage facility which has been
deemed a health hazard.
Cam Harvey, a student representative on the U of T's board of
governors said the move represented "a significant victory" for
students fighting to have the storage building shut down.
In deciding upon the closure and the expenditure of $60,000 to have
waste collected in the laboratories by a disposal company, business
affairs committee chairperson William Birt denounced the "confrontation politics" practiced by students.
Birt, whose full time job is the vice-president of employee relations
and public affairs of Shell Canada, said "they (the students) always
tend to see their cause in humanistic and ideal terms".
Students gathered across the street from the radiation storage
building on November 17 chanting "1-2-3-4 seal it up and shut the door,
5-6-7-8 we don't want to radiate". Many demonstrators were architecture students who take classes in the building containing the
toxic waste.
The administration is currently attempting to have the Atomic
Energy Control Board approve a new site for radioactive waste. The
proposed site is in an underground parking lot beneath the physics
building.
The current facility violated safety regulations because it has a
concrete floor, which could spark an explosion and also lacked a
proper ventilation system.

LONDON (CUP )—A University of Western Ontario medical
researcher may lose his research licence following an accident two
months ago in which a number of students were exposed to low-level
radiation.
Subsequent efforts to clean up the spill with paper towels and
cleanser proved ineffective and university officials were called, said
Western Safety Officer Dwight Barratt. The exposed floor area was
covered with half-inch thick plexiglass shielding and marked to
prevent people from entering the work area.
Geiger counter readings indicated a local radiation field of 20
millirems per hour, 80 times the maximum permissible level
established by the federal Atomic Energy Control Board (AECB), said
Barratt. However, later examination indicate the students had been
contaminated to an extent of less than six millirems, because
equipment in the area shielded them, he said.
"This was a serious incident," said Barratt. "It would indicate that
something went wrong in the normal operation of that lab. Because of
that, the (University's) radiation safety committee will be reviewing
Dr. Sanwal's license," In addition to his post as chairperson of the
department, Sanwal is the PhD students' research supervisor.

Skin removed: U of 0
OTTAWA (CUP)—At Carleton University it's called a dangerous form

of censorship, but at the U of Ottawa, it's referred to as "getting rid of
old traditions."
Playboy, Playgirl, Penthouse and similar publications will no longer
be sold at the University of Ottawa student federation-run store. The
federation voted 13-12 in favor of the motion, proposed by councillor
Linda Cardinal at a council meeting.
The Carleton University student union however, will continue to
profit from the sale of skin magazines on campus.
Arts Representative Jim Saunderson said the ban was a dangerous
form of censorship in an institution devoted to the exchange of ideas.
Student union president Greg McElligott supported the ban and
said, "I'm not afraid of being idealistic." He said council had to get rid
of the magazines to establish credibility for its anti-sexism campaign.
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be typed, triple-spaced and are subject to editing. Submissions may be
dropped off. at The Projector office, located in Building A, under the
South Gym, OR mailed to: The Projector Red River Community College,
2055 Notre Dame Avenue, Winnipeg, Manitoba R3H 0J9.
The Projector is a member of Canadian University Press (CUP). The
Projector will publish 20 issues for the year 1980/81.
For Display Advertising rates call Dianne Schwartz at 632-2275. For
free personal classified ads under thirty (30) words, call 632-2275.

Canada can no longer afford to
support its people by selling off
natural resources.
It is time that the governments
at all levels stop yielding to the
outrageous demands for fre
everything out of fear of losing
power politically. The present
hand-outs are benefiting many,
but are causing irreparable harm
to at least as many. I'm not
recommending a sudden abandonment of all those who require
assistance, but let's at least
consider reversing the trends
that have led us into causing the
unhappiness and despair of so
many, who have so much
potential. People whose knuckles
are calloused from knocking on
locked doors, and whose hopes
and dreams for the future have
been crushed gradually by the
cold hearts and ignorant minds of
those who call themselves
friends, and those who say they
are leaders.

between those in power on how to
handle economic problems.
One thing is certain, the budget
is a well-planned contradiction of
its own goals. While the tax credit
of 50 percent is an incentive to
develop manufacturing in depressed areas, it could have a
reverse effect on unemployment,
the burden of increased UIC
payments, high interest rates,
and higher energy and transportation costs. This all adds up
to a negative influence which is
going to discourage expansion of
existing companies.
Lloyd Axworthy claims that the
budget holds out an "olive
branch" to the Western
provinces, in a time when all-out
war seems about to break loose.
This $4 billion development fund
seems to he directly, or at least
closely related to the amount
-hick each province is likely to
Insr. to the Federal Government,
for me financing of its significant

.1
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SASKATOON ( CUP )—The struggle to entrench native treaty rights in
the constitution continues, but Steve Pooyak of the Federation of
Saskatchewan Indians, is pessimistic about the outcome.
Canadian Indians are receiving only about 15 per cent of the rights
guaranteed them by treaty, Pooyak said. He cited education and
economic development on reserves as two priorities of native
organizations in the province.
Pooyak said that education facilities on the reserves are
deteriorating rapidly—particularly in the far north.
He called affirmative action programs for natives "band-aid
programs", saying such programs do not reduce the prejudice in
society and discrimination still occurs, even where there are affirmative action programs.
He said that native attempts to lobby British members of
parliament prior to constitutional discussions in September were
aimed at obtaining a right of input into the talks.
He said, however, "realistically, I don't think the government is
going to listen to us."
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Sister Sally shouldn't suffer
Santa's sleigh should suffice
Second in a three part series.

Al Banting Shopping economist
extraordinaire
by Allen Bathing
So you went on a binge and
bought Mom that refrigerator she
has been hinting about for the last
nine years and then you discover
that you can't throw it in the back
seat of your Austin Mini to take it
home. What do you do? Strap it to
your little sister's back and have
her carry it home? Borrow
Santa's sleigh'? Have the store
deliver it in their nice shiny

delivery truck?
Sister Sally might object rather
strongly, so forget that one. Santa
has other plans for his sleigh.
That leaves store delivery.
Fine, so you have the store
deliver it. Christmas arrives and
the fridge doesn't. Mom hates
you and you have Kraft dinner for
Christmas Dinner. Actually that
doesn't happen very often, but
just once is more than enough.
It is possible to protect yourself
from late deliveries. The
Manitoba Consumer's Bureau
suggests adding a sentence to the
purchase agreement. This
doesn't mean anything elaborate
or technical. A simple "this sale
is conditional upon delivery by no
later than December 20th, 1980"
would suffice. Any other clauses
in the agreement allowing a 30, 60
or 90 day leeway should be
stroked out.
Different stores have different
delivery policies, but since most
places rely on repeat customers,
delivery dates are usually well
observed. An over zealous employee might, however promise a
date without being sure that that
date can be kept. In this case the

RESEARCH

Mom's fridge didn't come
cheap and you are just a little
stuck for cash. You can afford it,
but things would work out so
much better if you had until the
middle of January to pay for it.
Or you are downtown and you
find just the perfect gift but
payday is next week. What can
you do? Steal it? No, of course
not. Christmas in the pen
mightn't be a heck of a lot of fun.
Try putting down a deposit,

CANADA'S LARGEST SERVICE

1;1112
The professional.

charging it or putting it on layaway.
Eaton's says that they try to
discourage deposits, but in some
cases like special orders deposits
are mandatory. Usually 20
percent of the purchase price is
required. Putting money down is
an insurance policy to the seller.
Once the cash is down, he
assumes that you intend to buy
the item.
A deposit is not a method of
putting an item "on hold" until
you make up your mind, warns
the Consumer Affairs Branch. If
you decide not to buy once you
have made a deposit you may
loco it all.
Charging or lay-away generally
involve an interest charge.
Charging also has the unfortunate effect of over-spending.
That piece of plastic is only worth
as much money as you have or
will have and not how much you
would like to ha ye. Don't get
charge-card happy and end up up
to your armpits in bills.
Like deliveries, make sure you
get any charge, deposit or
layaway transactions in writing.
Most stores have their policies
posted, but if they don't, ask.
Never rely on the spoken word.

Your brother Bob is a
missionary in Igloolik, NWT
(don't laugh, it actually exists).
How do you send him a present?
Nlail it ( liar, Har)'? Through
some of the larger stores the
problem may be solved. The Bay,
for example, will accept orders at
the downtown store. The store
can have an item delivered
through one of their branches,
like The Hudson Bay store in
Igloolik, providing of course that
the store has that item in stock.
There is no shipping charge, but
you pay the tax.

purchaser (namely you) should
get a written promise. This can
be a sentence or two like the one
mentioned before, written on the
back of the bill of sale, signed by
the salesperson or department
manager and stamped with the
store stamp. Verbal promises are
hard to prove.
Some orders cannot be
guaranteed a specific delivery
date. These may involve special
orders, like carpets or rugs and
manufacturer's delays may hold
up the delivery. Allow yourself
plenty of time. If it arrives two
weeks early, store it in Cousin
Bernard's basement. Waiting a
long time for delivery does not
constitute a cancellation of the
order unless the seller agrees.
G.J. Best, customer services
manager of Eaton's downtown
says that if an order is going to be
late or if delivery on a promised
date is impossible then generally
the customer is notified. A
substitute article may or may not
be ( depending upon agreement
between the store and the purchaser) delivered. Best says that
they will try to reach a
reasonable compromise.

Send now for latest catalog.
Thousands of termpapers on all
subjects. Enclose $5.00 to cover
return postage.

ESSAY SERVICES
67 Yong. St.. Sult• 1504
Toronto, Ontario. Canada
M5E 1 J8

(416) 366-6549

Next week: What to do when
you bought your girlfriend a skin
tight sweater and it should have
been a maternity smock. No, it's
not airplane tickets, it's return
and exchange policies.

The only program in Canada directed to the training of
professionals in management accounting.

The

flown 'bouts Sauza .

Society of
Management
Accountants of
Manitoba

Positive vibrations...

REGGAE,THE PULSE OF JAMAICA
by Margo McCall
Canadian Federal Election Days are so devoid of issues they barely
entice as much as a yawn from most of the television-watching public.
Imagine the look on Prime Minister Pierre Trudeau's face if he were
to become the target for rifle practice and bomb delivery.
The recent federal election in. Jamaica resulted in bloodshed and
violence. Edward Seaga, the (unfortunate) victor, endured three
angry gunshooting incidents in order to claim the powerful position of
Prime Minister.
Seaga somehow survived the enraged and desperate outcry of the
oppressed Jamaican natives with the help of his bodyguard Rocky, the
man celebrated by the press as coming from the roughest end of
- Kingston, and having the best trigger finger in the country.
For a Jamaican native, life is abject misery. For a Jamaican Prime
Minister, life is dangerous (but exciting and profitable.) The average
Jamaican has a life expectancy of 57 years, but if that Jamaican is
Negro, those 57 years will probably he filled with starvation, unemployment and poverty.
The Spaniards are responsible for the displacement of the "slaves"
captured from Africa and brought to the island of Jamaica during the
1500's. In 1655, the English conquored the Spaniards, making Jamaica
a British colony, and the African "slaves" British property. Jamaican
independence was acheived in 1962, ending almost 300 years of
slavery.
The stench
s
of slavery still lingers but thanks to a strong faith in
"Jah", Black Jamaicans are making their oppression known .
worldwide. The weapon being used is the strongest of weaPons, faith
and the vehicle being used to transmit this faith to the rigeofThe world
is music.
Rastafarians, worshippers of the Ethiopian god Rasta Farc--Haille
Selassie, the Lion of Judah, believe fiercely in liberating themselves
from their desperate situation. The mournful music emerging from
the hearts of Jamaica's oppressed people is sad, emotional but
powerfully hopeful Jab, the Rastafarian term for their god, is uniting
the people in their efforts to attai•a dignified position in Jamaican
society.
Reggae music is infiltrating the civilized world. The pulsing beat of
(reggae music booms from crowded clubs in London, Paris, and
Amsterdam; Reggae flows from the souls of African natives beating
their drums from the hot jungle; Reggae is spontatneously played on
the sandy beaches of tropical Caribbean islands ; Reggae is listened to
almost everywhere.
Reggae has exsted for generations, and is "a local pastime" in
Jamaica says Carl, a local representative of Winnipeg's reggae
specialty shop I and I Records.
The Western world was first exposed to reggae music on a commercial level when Island records decided to pick up reggae as an
obscure addition to their regular contracts. Since reggae has become
popular, other record companies are sinking their teeth into the band
wagon tires. Now, Jamaican youths finally have an opportunity to
record the music they previously only played for pleasure, and to
i m prove Jamaican economy.
The volume of records coming out of Jamaica and being sold
worldwide is amazing for a country its size. "All there is to do," says
Carl of I and I Records, "is lay aroung in the sun smoking and playing
music." Other musical forms have been strongly influenced by the
popularity of reggae music. In Britain, reggae has become public
property. White musicians are using reggae says Carl to express their
togetherness. Reggae is a vital social force in Britain due to the
number of Jamaicans emigrating to the land of their former
conquorers with the profits generated from their music.
Starving street youths in Kingston, the urban centre and capital city
of Jamaica, sell their music in the hope of rising above their poverty.
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Jamaica's ecnomic prospects are dismal. Before reggae became
popular, Jamaica's only exports were sugar cane and bananas.
Jimmy Cliff started playing reggae music in America in the mid60's breaking trail for other Jamaican musicians like Peter Tosh, Bob
Marley, and Burning Spear to follow. Cliff appeared in the reggae film
"The Harder They Come" in the early 70's, and is now involved in
spreading the word of Jah to the people of Third World countries. In a .
New Musical Express interview, Cliff described "the essence of
reggae music as a feeling that has been expressed through the cry of
the people."
Winston Rodney, the founding member of Burning Spear, believes
the only solution to the hopeless hell of Jamaica is a return to the

cultural roots of their race. Rodney grew up in St. Anne's parish just
down the street from civil libertarian Marcus Garvey who believed the
road to Black freedom could only be found in•Africa.
Burning Spear will appear in upcoming reggae movie "Rockers",
singing "Marcus Garvey Say Jah No Dead", a song from their most
recent album, Helm.
Bob Marley and the Wailers, the most well known reggae band in
North America, take a more practical stance, attempting to deal with
the existing realities instead. Through his rigid determination, Marley
has been successful in acquainting the Western world with the cultural
struggle of the Rastafarians. In "Babylon System", a song from
Marley's most recent album, Survival, they wail:
"We refuse to be what you wanted us to be
We are what we are...
You can't educate us for no equal opportunity..."
Although Jamaican Blacks have come a long way since the days
when they spend backbreaking lives working in the homes of the
British upper class whites and under the broiling Caribbean sun
picking sugarcane, they are still treated as second class citizens.
Anita Pallenberg, Rolling Stones guitarist Keith Richards' wife, was
thrown in jail for walking into the "white" Kingston Hotel Hilton in the
company of six Rastafarians. While in jail, Pallenberg was raped by
guards and male prisoners as punis'hnient for associating with Blacks,
esPeOsally Rastas.
Thet1974 discovery of the remains of four million year old bodies in
Ethiopia proved that this was, indeed the place of origin for
civilization. Jamaica is a hopeless hell, and to the Rastafarians,
Ethiopia symbolizes heaven.
Ras Michael, in an interview with Slash magazine, criticizes white
and black. Jamaicans for their cruel treatment of each other. "You say
you want a better place for living, but how can you get a better place
for living if you keep mashing up the place? Setting brothers against
brothers in the material fight for space." Violence is escalating as the
Black race struggles to assert itself; it is the fault of both races
although Rastafarian violence usually reaches the ears of the listening
Western world.
The Jamaican lifestyle is dramatically different from life in Winnipeg, but listening to the reggae music closely entwined with the
rag= and culture of a different race and class of people. It is
unlikely someone brought up under the influence of a wealthy industrial nation will be able to identify with a race of people that live
under the blistering sun, smoking large spleefs ( ganga ), spontaneously creating music and dancing on the hot sand. Yet there is
insight and inspiration to be gained from observing the culture.
This winterjvhen you are trapped inside your house shivering in the
cold...take a hike down to I and I Records on Broadway. Pick up some
reggae music or dub. Go home. Pretend the sweat is dripping off the
end of your nose. Spread baked sand all over the floor. Listen to the
music. Switch on your highest powered lamp. Boy, that sun is hot.
Reggae. An instant mini-vacation on vinyl.
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Off The Record

Entertainment

Allen
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really appreciate a Madness album you should see them perLastseason's appearance on the American Bandstand T.V.
form Lea
show captured the band's infectious spirit absolutely. Dick Clark had
difficulty keeping his hairstyle intact while the boys in the band
bounded and bopped all over the stage instead of standing still for the
traditional between-the-songs-interview. Madness are the clown
princes of Britain's current ska-revival. Lord Suggs is the reigning
dd rctseea nmdardet ds se not nl oo
f r ol ymo au n-vocalist
Tn. yv
If t
don't worry. A quick check of
their album credits will tell you what to expect. The run-down of instruments include; sitars, vibes, marimbas, harmonicas, pianos,
organs, trumpets, saxes, percussion and a fire extinguisher( ? ). From
this mish-mash, the seven members of Madness create their own
unique blend of reggae-based ska-influenced dance music. The second
album, "Absolutely", is just as much fun as the first, "One Step
Beyond". "Baggy Trousers" and "Embarrassment" are standouts
that have already become hit singles on the U.K. charts. "Solid Gone"
features the simplistic chorus—"Boogie with your baby" which is
almost reminiscent of the early Sun recordings complete with Buddy
Holly-ish hiccuping vocals.
The refreshing thing about ska is the utter lack of guitar influences.
Rhythmic horns and keyboard solos dominate. Guitars are kept at
arms' length: their solos are short and snappy never searing (or
b o dg n) eysosucr reardrumss soef lf.v
es with creating a new sound. They call it,
"the nutty sound" and themselves, "the nutty boys". "Absolutely" is
the second in a series (hopefully) perfect party albums. True, it
doesn't ask a lot from you as a listener. But it delivers more than many
of today's records that demand you to take a certain political stance,
or risk losing your credibility. Madness ask only one thing. Dance.
.

Walter Rossi wins Webster fans

In praise of
smaller men

by Frain Cory
Max Webster with Walter Rossi
in the Arena Concert Bowl
Saturday, November 29 was truly
a study in unconventionalism.
Thankfully, all the weird aspects
of the show came together to
form one of the top two or three
concerts in Winnipeg this year.
No joke.)
The most pleasant oddity of the
entire evening lies in the fact that
Walter Rossi, Webster's special
guest succeeded in convincing a
large number of the 2500 paying
customers he is an enormously
gifted guitarist. Moreover, he
accomplished this in only six
songs and forty minutes.
Rossi and his band have existed
in relative obscurity in and
around Montreal for a number of
years. He has played numerous
clubs and small halls in Eastern
Canada, virtually unnoticed by
the critics and many of his peers.
After his performance that
Saturday night, this has to be
considered a gross and
mysterious injustice.
Rossi opened his set as inconspicuously as possible with a
slow, wistful instrumental. The
first few minutes of the tune
seemed foreboding, as you could
sense the man was about to do
something that would totally
floor everyone within earshot.
Well, it happened, but not the way
everyone probably thought it
would. Rossi didn't crank into a

solo with some dizbusting guitar
lick—he soared into it with a
beautifully sustained note that
appeared orgasmic for him, (I
never asked anyone in the
crowd). At that point it was obvious Rossi was intent upon
reaching musical nirvana for
himself and everyone present.
His method of achievement
was to solo at every appropriate
opportunity. The lead passages
were long, but by no means excessive. Inarguably, it was the
most tasteful exhibition of
marathon guitar-playing Winnipeg rock fans have seen or will
see.
"Magdalena
During
(Revisited)" and "Sniffin' The
Breeze, Feelin' The Freeze",
Rossi extracted almost ten
minally-sustained, and at other
times, classically-bent notes. His
use of neck-bending, feedback
and the vibrato bar could not be
considered anything but artistic.
A subtle but genuine tribute to
Rossi's phenomenal playing
ability occurred a number of
times during his set as the crowd
rose and applauded following his
solos—after sitting dumbfounded
while he coaxed his vintage Les
Paul to spew forth anything he
wanted it to.
Rossi did not play an encore.
Undoubtedly, a large portion of
the crowd wondered what they
had done wrong.

Max Webster was the perfect
form of restitution. Drummer
Gary McCracken pounded out a
drum solo to begin the set. With
that senseless ritual out of the
way, ( let's hope that was Webster's reason for doing it) Kim
Mitchell and friends appeared
and dove headlong into the
perfect concert intro number—"Check" from "Universal
Juveniles".
Ever the casual individualist,
Mitchell wore a pair of bright
orange overalls approximately
four sizes too big and a baseball
cap pulled down so tightly on his
head, his ears pointed at the
stage floor.
Mitchell's intentions were
obvious from the outset. He
worked diligently to ignore the
rest of the band and concentrate
on befuddling the audience with
strange song introductions and
his even stranger but pleasantly
intoxicating guitar work.
The crowd's positive response
to Mitchell's stage gymnastics
and the entire band's tight
execution of every song drew two
encores—the thunderous
blusterer "Battlescar", and
"lIangover'.
As entertaining as Webster
was, many probably wished
Walter Rossi stepped out once
more—even if it meant Max
Webster took the stage one less
time.

have to do with adults, the better
off you are."
Plot lines are syrupy as
molasses but what other program
offers such memorable dialogue?
"Wouldn't it be neat if a guy
could stay in school and hide
from the world like teachers do?"
"I had a cheese shandwich for
lunch and it feels like it's still in
my stomach."
"Eddie will find out there's
more to life than pop groups,
malt shops, and those Bossa
Nova records of his."
What other program has such
unique characters?
Even Fred Silverman couldn't
invent somebody as offbeat as
Eddie Haskell. Eddie is the
"Juvenile Deliquent" but
whenever Ward or June are
around, an innocent smile lights
up his face. "Why Mrs. Cleaver I

was just complimenting Wally on
how nice the room looks." The
minute June disappears Eddie
cackles, "Heh, heh, heh. It's fun
time. Let's get our jollies."
And what other program has
such creative word usage?
"Knucklehead, Goof, Squirt,
Short Stuff, Snoop..." When was

the last time someone called you
knucklehead?
Okay, the show is corny. But
it's not the sick-joke corn of
Gilligan's Island or the crazed
Fred MacMurray grin of My
Three Sons. It's Gee-I-don't-feelso-good-I-have-a-tummy-ache corn. Choice. Grade A quality
corn. Every show exudes the
early 1960's with references to
Rod Serling, the Twist, and the
Mad Bomber. Where else can we
find a program like this? If the
program were to return today,
Wally would probably be leading
a punk band and Beaver would be
strung out on dope. But we don't
have to worry about this because
the show isn't being up-dated and
the re-runs ain't gonna change.
Amen.
As a final Leave It To Beaver
tribute here's a trivia contest to

MacBeth: a Warehouse special
by Phil Mowatt
Life may be a tale told by an
idiot but the Manitoba Theatre
Warehouse version of Macbeth is
a brilliantly told tale.
This Shakespearean classic is
one of the finest plays presented

by the Warehouse Theatre in
recent years. Director Richard
Ouzounian has done a
magnificent job with a difficult
play; scenes flow well, breathing
with dramatic fire.

MTC Warehouse Theatre presents

CB
b

by
y William Shakespeare

NOVEMBER 26 • DECEMBER 13
Sponmwrd lw that Manitoba I kpart norm of Education.

Macbeth, a thane in Medieval
Scotland, is tormented by a
desire to be king. His loyalty
holds him in check until Lady
Macbeth gives him the inspiration to murder the king and
usurp his heir.
Macbeth is crowned king but
agonizes over prophesies of the
sons of Banquo, his rival,
becoming the future kings of
Scotland. His bloody attempts to
avert fate causes his thanes to
desert him, leading to his defeat
and destruction.
The trio of Michael Ball, John
Innes and Leueen Willoughby
give a magnificent performance,
far superior to their tepid attempts in "Betrayal". Their
efforts were inspired to the point
of brilliance.
Willoughby's protrayal of the
vile Lady Macbeth was
especially moving, her sleepwalking scene being on the the
finest in the play. Ball and Innes,
who alternate in the roles of

Macbeth and Banquo were excellent.
Other notable mentions are
Keith Ninicol's performance as
an expecially memorable porter
and Jean-Pierre Fournier as
Lennox, a fierce Scottish thane.
The play does have its
weaknesses. The fast pacing of
some of the scenes, while keeping
the intensity of the mood also
make many of the lines difficult
to comprehend.
Along with the compromises
made in direction are also the
inevitable weaknesses in acting
from some of the supporting cast.
Some of them would have trouble
qualifying as actors in Grade-B
soap commercials.
Overall, however, the play is
brilliant. The skillful use of
editing ensured the continuation
of dramatic intensity throughout.
It imparts an i tensity seldom
seen on the Winnipeg Stage these
days.

Real rabbits and dirty rings
by Kathi Thorarinson
Animation is adventure. The
Garrick is currently featuring a
double delight for fantasy lovers.
Watership Down and The Lord of
the Rings.
Watership Down, based on the

novel by Richard Adams, is very
entertaining. Adams,- with the
help of some deft cartoon
technicians has. given life to his
characters, none of which are
'human. The story depicts the
adventures of a lovable group of
rabbits who flee their warren to
find one of their own. They are
prompted by a somewhat
neurotic rabbit named Fiver who
is subject to premonitions. He is
frantic with a feeling of impending doom, but no one will
listen. No one, that is, except
Hazel. Hazel is his intelligent and

fearless friend, who guides the
rabbits from then on. They face a
multitude of dangers, the kind
you would expect an ordinary
rabbit to encounter. This gives
the film a sense of reality, and
you'll probably never feel the
same about rabbits. Their archenemy is man, which can make
you feel a bit guilty in places. The
characters are real, and the fairy
tale is so well done you may catch
yourself believing it.
The Lord of the Rings was not as
enjoyable. Walt Disney, during
his illustrious career, said he
would not touch the epic with a 10
foot pole. It wasn't because he
found anything lacking in
Tolkien's masterpiece, but he
believed it couldn't be done. He
was right.
To begin with, the story was
very difficult to understand for
someone who has not read the
book. Questions like "Who's

that?" and "Why did that happen?" were common whispers
throughout the theatre. Understandably so, given that the
first half of The Lord of the Rings
is nearly as long as Gone with the
Wind, and is done in half the time.
It was very irksome to listen to
Tolkien's flowing dialogue being
pushed into conversations that
ultimately took on a different
meaning. The true meaning of a
scene cannot be related when all
you see is the beginning, end and
sometimes a little of the middle.
It probably would have been
more effective if they had
paraphrased instead of their
insistent use of the trilogy's
dialogue.
The strong point of the film was
the animation. A new technique
was used where real characters
were painted over. Aside from
this, the film was very disappointing.

you nifitt.nr a you KNow pri 0
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by Margo McCall
The second Specials album, More Specials, is another collection or
fun. two tone dance tunes. Listening to these songs will help obliterate
the instinctive fear of nuaar attack.
The Specials preach fun; the kind that ignores most negative things
about the world, the kind that you can dance to, and most importantly,
the kind that sells records.
Just how do these seven successful Brit boys manage to keep their
shiny smiles from crumpling up when England is "enjoying" the most
dismal socio-political situation since the final days before World War
2? They are either pretty doggone cheerful tail-wagging puppies or
else they have enough money now to enable them to Forget about
hunger and unemployment.
Whether or not they are rich kids with enough notes to buy a whole
storeful of the trendy two-tone fashions they encourage others to buy is
beside the point. It doesn't matter that ticket prices to Specials' gigs

are so overpriced the average English kid can't afford to go.
The Specials serve as an inspiration to the generation that lives in
anticipation of nuclear war. They say: "Enjoy yourselves/It's later
than you think..."in a happy voiced version of the 1949 song "Enjoy
Yourselves". Every time the cheery music fades you can hear the
sound of bombs and sirens. In "Man at C & A", the Specials say,
"Warnin' Nuclear Attack", and complain, "I don't have a say in the
war games they play."
The Specials tend to ignore anything depressing. They have proven

by Dave Barber

Wally: "Gee Beaver, what did
you want to go and do a goofy
thing like that for?"
Beaver: "I don't know Wally. I
guess a guy has to do goofy things
sometimes."
Wally, Beaver (Theodore),
Ward (Dad), and June (Mom)
make up the Cleavers. You
couldn't invent a squarer family.
See them on Leave It To Beaver
five days a week at 4:30 on
Channel 8.
All episodes have the same
theme: 1) Stay out of trouble, 2)
Be nice to Mom and Dad. In fact,
the institution of Mom and Dad
never had it so good. Ward and
June are model parents. Beaver
and Wally usually find new ways
to get into trouble but Ward and
June are always there to solve
the problem. Even though
Beaver's motto is, "The less you
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work on during class time:
1)What is Lumpy's full name?
2)What are the first names of
Eddie Haskell's parents?
3)Who said, "Going into the
principal's office is kind of like
being in a graveyard at midnight"?
4)What is Eddie Haskell's
present job in real life?
5)What other 1960's TV program
did Lumpy's father appear on?
6)What is the name of Beaver's
school?

themselves to be perceptive social critics, stay as far away as possible
from anything depressing but prefer to laugh and dance while they
can. The day may soon come when their legs will all get blown off in
the war.

eudicrt,

Answers on page 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

December 9 to 11

ARENA
plus

YOUNG
NURSES
(restricted adult)

December 12 to 14

HERO
AT LARGE
plus

THE ONE
AND ONLY
(mat ure)

1

CHOIR 110TES
-The RRCC Choir will
meet Wed. Dec. 3 in
Room BB02 at 4:00
p.m. to practise for
the upcoming
Christmas concert. All
interested singers are
encouraged to attend
as the choir is for
everybody. Regular
choir practises will be
held every Wednesday
at 4:00 p.m. in BB02.
See you there!!

•

Real Satisfaction
in a Mild Cigarette.
3

Epi c

6p4h6. 9M4a3 in82S6t1.

Warning: Health and Welfare Canada advises that danger to health increases with amount smoked—evoid inhaling.
Average per cigarette—Regular: 'Tar" 14 mg Nic. 09 mg.
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SPORTS
COMMENT
Beleaguered
bouncers beat birds
by Jim Bender

Gord Muir held the hot hand as
he fired 19 points to lead the Red
River Rebels to a hard-fought 5956 victory over the Systemhouse
Eagles last Wednesday, giving
the Rebels second place in the
Greater Winnipeg Men's
Basketball League.
Muir's leadership sparked a
Rebels team that was decimated
by injuries to key personnel,
mainly top scorer Ray Priam
(out with appendicitis) and John
de Fehr. However, both teams
dressed only eight players.
It was a beleaguered Rebels
team that won, having played the
night before. But they threatened
to run away with the game in the
first half, building a 35-23 lead

and going to the dressing room up
37-29.
The Eagles, playing without a
coach, made a game of it in the
second half, closing the gap to 5756 before the Rebels were able to
put the game away in the last
minute.
Besides leading all scorers,
guard Muir served as the general
of the team in Priam's absence,
assisting many scoring plays and
anchoring the Rebels' defence.
Gideon Hodge (10) and Rodney
Jacobs (10) also hit double
figures, picking up the slack for
missing Rebels before about 25
fans. Centre Leonard Wiegelt
played probably his best game,
picking up an additional 6 points

REBEL OF
THE WEEK

by Cathy Tardi
Red River Community College does not offer in any shape or form a
course that qualifies you to he a Phys. Ed. instructor. What Red River
does offer though, is a wide and diversified range of courses that allow
students—no matter what their course may be— to get some type of
physical activity outside the intramural program and learn something
new.
Both Phys. Ed. instructors, Roy Pollock and Jack Kaplan, offer
courses at various times throughout each day, each day of the week. If
you happen to have a spare when one of these options is offered and
you wish to take a course for exercise or a credit, you simply sign up
on the lists at the equipment counter in the North Gym.
One Phys. Ed. credit does NOT equal one subject credit, but it is
worth a portion of a credit. If you are interested in substituting several
Phys. Ed. courses for a subject in a course, it is advisable to speak to
Department Head Roy Pollock to see how many courses are required.
Please note that substitution does not apply for all courses within the
college.
Just because you have signed up for a course does not necessarily
mean that the course will be held. If, for example, you sign up for
tennis at 9:00 Monday morning, but no one else does, the course will be
cancelled. If you sign up, it is best to check the list every once in a
while to see if anyone else has. If not, check to see if the course is offered at another time when you have a spare, and where there are
people signed up.
This term's schedule is posted in the North Gym and sign up sheets
are available at the equipment counter. It is still not too late to join!
Any questions you may have will he gladly answered by either Roy
Pollock or Jack Kaplan in the North Gym. Offered this term are sports
such as; tennis, badminton, archery, and fitness, to name a few.
LOOSE ENDS: The Phys. Ed. department has just acquired four
new referee stands. The existing ones are wood and extremely heavy
to carry and move around. The new ones are metal, light and very
easy to move.
Throughout the past week the sound of drills has been heard coming
from the North Gym. Equipment Manager, Jack Birch says they are
putting in new holes for the volleyball poles. "We've wanted them for
about five years now, and we are finally getting them." As they were,
players frequently crashed into the wall or poles because of poor
placement.

and hauling in numerous
rebounds, contributing to the
Rebel cause.
Billington led the Eagles with
14 points while Parsons (10) also
hit double figures.
To compensate for their fatigue
and lack of bench support, coach
Bernard Jones often had the
team slow down the pace of the
game.
"That helped them" admitted
Jones who feels his team was in
better shape than the taller,
heftier Eagles. "They made us
look bad," he said, feeling that if
he fielded a full troop of fresher
players they would have done
much better.

Doesn't this look fun?

‘tr:
Rebel-of-the-Week (actually of the month) this issue is 'Matt
Slobodain, last year's power-hitter on the men's volleyball team. This
year Matt is hitting middle.
According to Coach Don Kusano, Matt played very well in the
Saskatchewan weekend tournament and his middle blocking and
hitting are the key to the team's offense.

Badminton birdies buzz by
by Leslie Nielsen
The deadline for intramural
badminton was Friday,
December 5. Men's and women's
singles, men's and women's
doubles, and mixed doubles will
be offered to all full-time
students, not playing on the
college badminton team. All
matches will begin immediate at
11:10 or 12:10 p.m. Any players
who have not made it to the gym
by ten minutes after the starting
schedule will automatically
forfeit the match.
Schedules will be posted on
intramural bulletin boards a few
days prior to competitions.
Changes in playing time must be
for reasons due to course
schedules, such as tests, guest
speakers, field trips, etc. Players
unable to make the competition
must contact Jack Kaplan well in

Hockey withdraws from league
by Leslie Nielsen

Rebel Hockey Coach, Kevin
Diehl along with the members of
the Athletic Board have made a
decision that can only be defined
as wise and essential for the
improvement of the present and
future Red River Hockey teams.
On Tuesday, December 2, the
team withdrew from the
Assiniboine Intermediate Hockey
League, a team geared towards
people who normally do not have
a league to play on; mostly expro's who no longer play on
professional leagues.
Diehl defined the policy of
college hockey teams as aiming
toward establishing and reinforcing teams' skills such as
shooting and passing, and
generally working together as a
team. He feels the intermediate
league teams do not assimilate as
a passing team, and place far too
much emphasis on body
checking, which he realizes is

important, but feels should not be
the prime motive of a college
hockey team.
"Sometimes they don't even
seem to notice there is a puck on
the ice," says Diehl.
Diehl feels the Rebel hockey
team would benefit if they played
competitively against college
teams, who practiced the same
philosophy of playing as they.
Initially, the prime reason the
team entered the league, two
years ago was to gain a high
degree of competition when they
played in the national playdowns.
Diehl feels, however that their
team has acquired no extra skills
in entering the league.
The hockey team will be
playing in the league for two
more games. Diehl has arranged
to play nine games with Bottineau State University, Briercrest Bible Institute, University

of Winnipeg, Assiniboine Con
munity College, Saskatchewai.
Institute of Technology, Minot
State College, and Kelsey Institute in Saskatoon.
Diehl feels it would be more
advantageous to the team if they
played teams of their own age
group as opposed to players in the
25 to 30 age category.
Next year, Diehl hopes to form
a league with Assiniboine
Community College, University
of Brandon, Keewatin Community College, the Manitoba
Bible colleges and two or three
state colleges. He believes that
since 99 percent of all college and
unversity teams exercise the
same playing philosophy, the
teams will benefit playing each
other, rather than attempting to
play against teams who have
already achieved competent
skills, and are playing mainly to
win.

advance. Cancellations of a
match will not be accepted if it is

for reasons other than conflicting
course timetables.
Intramural badminton will be a
single elimination tournament.
The final players in each competition will be between the two
remaining individuals and teams
in all the singles, doubles, and
mixed teams.
There will be awards presented
in the form of college-crested
stoneware mugs to winners of
each competition.
A complete set of rules, and a
draw of all competitions will be
posted on the North Gym Intramural bulletin board. It is
suggested that all badminton
intramural participants
thoroughly review the general
rules before entering the com-

Phys. Ed.
registration sign
up now
This is registration week for the winter trimester physical education
classes. This is your chance to learn the basic fundamentals of badminton, tennis, trampolining,'archery or fitness.
These classes meet once per week from Dec. 8 to Feb. 27, and are
onen to all students in the college.

petition.

Red River Community College
Annual Invitational Women's
Basketball Tournament
December 12 and 13
Participants
Red River Community College
Assiniboine Community College
Northland Community College
University of Manitoba JV's
Westwood Grads
Winnipeg Express
St. Vital Grads
East Kildonan Grads
Feature Game-- Rebels vs. East

Check your class timetable for available spare periods and sign up
for activities which are available at those times. Register at the North
Gym equipment counter. Classes will begin on Dec. 8.
Copies of the Phys. Ed. timetable anti further information are
available at the North Gym.
Sign Up Now!

SUNRISE
BREAKFAST
SPECIAL
FROM 7 TO 11 A.M.
MONDAY THRU SATURDAY
Choice of juice, Two
Eggs any style, Bacon or
Sausages, Hash Browns, Toast and Beverage.

TUESDAY
LUNCH
SPECIAL

Hot buffet with
all Trimmings
FROM NOON TO 1 P.M.

Kildonan Grads
Friday, December 12, 7:30 p.m.
Bronze Final
Saturday, December 13, 7:30 p.m.
Gold Final
Saturday, December 13, 9:15 p.m.

GORDON
HOTELS
•
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Rebels Varsity Games
—cancellations and changes.
Women's Basketball—January 16, 18 and February 13—cancelled.
Rescheduled January 30-February 1, SHIT, Mt. Royal in Calgary.

Men's Volleyball—January 21, Minneapolis, and February 7 at U of Regina, cancelled.
Rescheduled—Mount Royal Invitational Tournament in Calgary.

Women's Volleyball—January 21 at Minneapolis, January 31 at Assiniboine Community College, and February 7 at University of Regina Invitational Tournament—cancelled. Rescheduled: February 13-15 SAIT Invitational Tournament in
Calgary.

Christmas cheer
by Cathy Tardi
With less than three weeks
remaining until Christmas, the
Christmas Cheer Board is
searching for students interested
in challenge games.
You may challenge a friend,
fellow student, another course or
instructors in any type of game
you wish. Volleyball, basketball,
ping pong; they are all open to
you.
When students decide to play a
challenge game, they pay a

minimum of $3.00 per team (for
volleyball that would only cost
each player 50 cents) and this
money goes to the Cheer Board ;
If your game needs a referee,
these will be provided for you, at
no extra expense.
To play, all you have to do is
decide amongst yourselves what
game you wish to play, and who
you wish to challenge. Then come
down to the Phys. Ed. offices in
the North Gym and let June
Graham know what you are in-

terested in and when you would
like to play. If June is not in,
leave your name and phone
number for Cathy Tardi at the
equipment counter.
Everyone will get their game
in, but because of the intramural
program, the courts or gym must
be booked in advance.
Come out and have fun and help
the Christmas Cheer Board at the
same time. Remember, only
three weeks left until Christmas.

